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Executive Summary:
“If you aren’t going to listen to me, I’m not going to listen to you!”
Our project looks at the issue of uranium mining in Ontario pertaining to the ongoing
situation near Sharbot Lake. The issue is immensely complicated and far from the ideals of social
justice; therefore we focus on some of the constructive and detrimental factors to illustrate the
dynamism of this particular situation. By addressing the economic and corporate values;
environmental impacts, existing Government legislation and priorities; and the impact on First
Nations people and the displacement of their land; we propose the development of a new kind of
diplomacy that promotes social justice by taking into account all groups, their interests and
values. Finally, we use this information to develop an educational exercise that introduces Dr.
Anthony Hodge’s “Seven Steps for Assessing Sustainability” as the framework for learning. The
students will learn valuable critical thinking skills, while acknowledging different paradigms
other than the dominant profit motive often prioritized in engineering practices. We believe in
order to rectify the continual mistreatment of the environment and First Nations groups; a
paradigm shift must occur so that a new generation of engineering professionals enters the
workplace committed to social justice.
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Introduction:
The issue of uranium mining at Sharbot Lake is immensely complicated and far from the
ideals of social justice. In order to critically engage with the situation to promote social justice
for all, we propose that a new kind of diplomacy must exist that takes into account all groups, and
their interests and values. To accomplish this, our project will focus on collecting a variety of
resource information on some of the constructive and detrimental factors specifically surrounding
the uranium-mining situation at Sharbot Lake. The following factors illustrate the dynamism of
this particular situation: economic and corporate values; environmental impacts, existing
Government legislation and priorities; and the impact on First Nations people and the
displacement of their traditional lands.
The economic and primarily corporate factors include the project objectives of the
mineral exploration company, Frontenac Ventures, which has land claims to drill small diameter
holes into an area near Sharbot Lake. If Frontenac Ventures successfully gains permission for
uranium exploration and find substantial amounts of uranium, they will be able to sell the land to
a larger mining company to build an open pit mine. While the mine itself, poses potential health
and environmental hazards; uranium is a highly useful energy resource and its radioactive
isotopes are useful to medical industries. Currently, uranium mining provides revenue for the
government and promotes Canada’s economy. Consequently, the Canadian government
encourages uranium mining and grants greater priorities to mining companies and corporations.
The environmental perspective stands in opposition to the economic incentives and is
concerned with the potentially hazardous impacts of uranium mining. The hazards include (1)
generation of large quantities of waste rock and acidic tailings contain radionuclides and heavy
metals, (2) contamination of surface and groundwater supplies with radioactive and toxic
pollutants and (3) radon gas, hazardous air pollutants and greenhouse gases. These contaminates
can migrate to the local environment producing significant health risks not only to the uranium
mine workers, but to the local ecosystem and human populations.
Currently, discrepancies between Provincial and Federal legislation regarding uranium
mining further complicates the situation at Sharbot Lake. The archaic Mining Act, which falls
within Provincial jurisdiction, still privileges the “free entry system”, which grants mining
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companies greater access to stake land they believe contains mineral resources. Whereas the
Canadian Charter of Human Rights, under Federal jurisdiction, stipulates the importance of
consultation with the impacted communities before any mining project obtains government
grants. Finally, environmental legislation must be upheld in these proceedings, including closure
plans after the mine ceases operations.
The proposed area for uranium mining also resides on First Nations territory belonging to
the Algonquin First Nation and Allies (AAFNA) community. Fundamentally, AAFNA holds
Aboriginal title to this land and therefore have constitutional rights that supersede the government
and those of ordinary citizens. While the AAFNA generally permit activities by non-Algonquins
in their territory and welcome settlers and the development they bring; they cannot accept
uranium-mining exploration since it threatens to destroy the vitality of the land, the health and
wellbeing of their community, and the continued pursuit of their traditional cultures and survival
as Algonquin peoples. They are held responsible to protecting the land by Algonquin law, which
states that there is a sacred responsibility to the earth and protecting the environment. Moreover,
Algonquin peoples’ relationship with the land is of vital importance to their identity and legacy as
people, as it confronts challenges of ongoing colonial oppression and the displacement of their
homelands. The threat of uranium mining practices is not only the destruction of Algonquin land,
but also the extinguishment of their humanity. Furthermore, the Provincial government failed to
consult Aboriginal title and rights before they authorized Frontenac Ventures to begin
exploration. Canadian laws also do not recognize or give priority to the principles of Algonquin
Law or Aboriginal rights. Finally, the colonial oppression of First Nations peoples in Canada is
relatively ignored or not an issue of concern.
As you can imagine, by no means is this issue just a question of whether or not uranium
mining is good or bad. The proposed mine at Sharbot Lake presents various benefits and
substantial losses for all of the parties involved; including the mining company, the environment,
the Provincial and Federal Government, and the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal residents of the
area. In order to promote social justice and eventually determine ethical decisions for the
outcome of this situation; we, as group members, and more importantly, all citizens, must address
each of the competing values and interests to develop a new kind of diplomacy. This means
developing more effective ways of communicating and listening to one another, and engaging
with alternative values and interests other than our own. We propose that implementing this
diplomacy requires the use of Dr. Anthony Hodge’s “7 Steps for Assessing Sustainability”. In
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addition, our project uses the issue of uranium mining and exploration near Sharbot Lake as part
of a creative educational exercise to promote critical thinking for future engineering students.
Ideally, we would like this exercise to be a potential component in the APSC 190 curriculum.
Overall, making this project deliverable to engineering students means that future engineers and
engineering projects are fully committed to sustainability and social justice. Our group believes
that all projects can and will accomplish these goals, if engineers learn the tools to better listen
and communicate effectively with all of the involved groups, interests and values.
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1.0 The Mine:
1.1 The Prospect of Uranium and the Physical Implications of the Potential Mine:
There are two primary minerals that the element Uranium can be economically extracted
from - Uranitite (UO2) and Pitchblende (U3O8) and both are potentially abundant in the Sharbot
lake area. ‘Potential’ is an important word in this case as the aboriginals are protesting the
exploration of the area – so although the Geological Survey of Canada has predicted that there is
uranium in the area (Paraamsma et. al. 2000), the evidence of ore required to build a mine has yet
to be obtained.
An open pit mine is used when a mineral commodity is situated somewhat near the
surface. The economically valuable rock that would be sought after is called the ‘ore body’ and
an open pit mine is built when the ore body is generally localized in extent (<1-2 km) and exists
at mining depths of up to 300-400m. The tailings of the pit (the leftover waste) are moved and
put aside from the excavation and are not used to re-fill the pit when mining operations cease
(Archibald, 2002).
The process of planning a mine is both tedious and intricate. If the proposed mining
project is proven to be economically feasible, the next step forward would be for a mining
company to plan out the mine’s impact on the environment. In Canada, all mining projects must
submit an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to provincial and/or federal regulatory bodies
prior to undertaking active test or development mining. In Ontario, the principal regulators would
be the Ministries of the Environment or Northern Development and Mines (Archibald, 2002). In
the case of an open pit mine, reclamation would involve such processes as removal of all mine
structure; closure or sealing off of all surface workings; regarding of surface waste or other
stockpile sites; re-vegetation of all such surface sites; and continuous environmental monitoring
of conditions such as air quality, groundwater quality and the like until sufficient data has been
acquired and time elapsed to ensure that no detrimental environmental impacts will remain
(Archibald, 2002).
In the case of a uranium mine, the tailings would be covered with enough clay and soil to
reduce both gamma radiation and radon emissions to levels near those of those naturally
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occurring in the region, and enough rock to resist erosion. A vegetation cover would then be
established.
Once the environmental reclamation plans are approved, the intricate details of the mine
can be sorted out, the processing mill is constructed, and machinery is purchased. All of which
the mining company itself is required to pay for, implement and plan for before the first shovel
touches the dirt. The initial construction or opening of the mine can be decades after the initial
resource is discovered, but in light of the current uranium market and demand being at an all time
high (see chart below), it is likely that mining will commence as soon as possible, even in as little
as a few years.

Figure 1: Western World Uranium Production and Demand 1945-2004 (World: 2007)

1.2 Who Stands to Gain if the Proposed Area is Eventually Mined?
Naturally, the mining company who mines the land stands to make millions of dollars
selling the uranium to the highest bidder (mining would not go forth if the company does not
stand to profit) and the government and the image of Canada in the world Uranium market has its
reputation to live up to as well.
Canada is one of the largest producers of uranium in the world with about 30% of world
production (Nuclear, 2008) with the world’s most concentrated uranium being mined in northern
Saskatchewan. The benefits of producing power using uranium provide Canada with a good
reputation in the industry that they may not want to tarnish by decreasing its output.
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The heavy taxes that are placed on the mining industry provide a hefty flow of money to
the government. Preventing the mining of any type in Canada or by a Canadian mining company
would directly reduce the funds that the government gets from these operations.
Here are a few reasons why uranium is valuable and sought after (Strategic, 2008):
•

Every 22 tons of uranium (U3O8), which is used instead of coal, reduces about
one million tons of CO 2 emissions.

•

One pound of completely fissioned uranium has the fuel value of over 1500 tons
of coal

•

Miniature uranium reactors allow ships and submarines to stay at sea for long
periods of time

•

Countries such as Sweden and Russia use the heat produced by reactors to
directly heat buildings and in industrial processes such as water desalination

•

The radioisotopes from uranium are used for medical x-rays, cancer treatments,
sterilizing medical equipment such as bandages and syringes, and industrially to
inspect welds and detect leaks

Figure 2: Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Electricity Production

However, uranium does come at a cost. The next few sections will discuss some of the
negative aspects of uranium mining and its impact it has on the environment and the local
communities who have to deal with a nearby uranium mine.
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2.0 Environmental & Human Health Effects:
There are a multitude of environmental and human health impacts that could result from
uranium mining operations.

As Figure 1 illustrates, these effects include: creating massive

reservoirs of radioactive and toxic waste rock tailings, contamination of surface and groundwater
supplies with radioactive and toxic pollutants and lastly, toxic and radioactive air emission
(Uranium, 2007: 2). A summary of the impacts from uranium mining is also displayed in Table 1
in the Appendix.

Although mining companies seek for the largest economic return while

reducing the environmental and human health impacts, uranium mining can still disrupt the local
ecosystems and pose a threat to human health and Aboriginal culture and values. Therefore,
regarding the proposed mine at Sharbot Lake, the mining company, government, Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal residents of the area must examine the economic, social and environmental gains
and losses due to the proposed mine to ensure that an ethical decision is made. The first aspect of
the biosphere that will be examined will be the landscape and land effects due to uranium mining.

Figure 3: Uranium Mine Tailings Contaminants (Uranium, 2007: 2)

2.1 Land Effects and Waste Generation:
Waste rock is the rock and overlying soil, biota and surface features that is removed to
gain access to the uranium ore (Winfield, 2006: 26). Surface uranium mining operations can
generate up to 40 tones of waste rock for every ton of uranium ore produced (Uranium, 2007: 2),
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which can contain both radionuclide’s (ie. principally U3O8, thorium and radium) and heavy
metals (ie. nickel, copper, arsenic, molybdenum, selenium and cadmium) (Winfield, 2006: 32).
Depending on the type of rock, these contaminates can leech out and contaminate surface and
ground water.

In the case of Sharbot Lake, since the uranium is assumed to be in low

concentration, the mining would result in proportionally larger amounts of tailings (probably
greater than 40 tones of waste rock for every ton of uranium ore produced), since larger quantities
of ore would have to be processed to produce the same mass of uranium (Uranium, 2007: 4).
The mine at Sharbot Lake is also planned to be an open-pit mine. Figure 2 below shows
the Uranium Open Pit mine at Rabbit Lake in Saskatchewan.

Figure 4: Rabbit Lake Uranium Open Pit Mine in northern Saskatchewan (Clearing, 2007:2).

Open-pit mining is where the ore is mined from the surface layer by layer and has the most visual
impact on the land. When an open-pit mine is being decommissioned, the pit is usually filled
with mine waste rock. It is then either covered with water or clean soil to restore the site to an
“aesthetically pleasing” state (Health, 2008). While the surface may be restored, there are many
dangers associated with the possibility of heavy metals and radioactive ore leaching into the
surface and ground water supply. This leads to many environmental problems with local water
sources.

2.2 Water Quality Issues:
Water is one of the major parts of the environment that is usually heavily affected by
uranium mining. Uranium mines, mills, tailings management facilities and waste-rock storage
sites leach and discharge radioactive contaminants (ie. uranium, radium), heavy metals (ie. lead,
arsenic, nickel, and cadmium) (Health, 2008) and large quantities of suspended solids to ground
and surface water supplies. This is through a combination of mine effluent water and general
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run-off from the mine site (Clearing, 2007: 7). Both Environment Canada and Health Canada
have concluded that under Section 64 (Winfield, 2006: 32) of the 1999 Canadian Environmental
Protection Act, uranium mining effluent waters meet the definition of a toxic substance
(Uranium, 2007: 3). For example, groundwater near the Cluff Lake mine site has been found to
have arsenic and nickel concentrations 66 and 1,250 times higher respectively than background
levels (Uranium, 2007: 3).
Run-off from the mine site along with waste water effluent from mining operations is
collected and contained in tailing ponds surrounded by engineered dams as shown in Figure 1
(UIC, 2006).

These retention ponds allow for isolation of any heavy metals or other

contaminants from the local environment. The liquid portion of the tailings is disposed of either
by natural evaporation or recirculation to the mining operation (UIC, 2006). Therefore, if a mine
was set up at Sharbot Lake, it will be extremely important for the operating company to reduce,
mange and treat the produced contaminated waters. It is also necessary to ensure that relevant
Federal and Provincial regulations and guidelines are complied with.

This includes:

Environmental and Occupational Health Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality and the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans - Metal Mining Liquid Effluent Regulations (Health, 2008).
When a mining operation is complete, it is standard procedure to cover and seal the
tailings dam with layers of soil and clay. This is to trap the contaminated water and reduce the
radiation levels of the area to normal levels (UIC, 2006). However, this results in a large quantity
of contaminated water that is trapped under the ground.

According to the Seven Steps to

Sustainability framework shown in Appendix B, this is not a sustainable practice since it does not
improve the environment in any manner and creates a situation where the contaminants could
leach through and effect the local environment. Numerous major failures of uranium mine tailing
management facilities and effects to local environments within Canada including Rabbit Lake,
Key Lake and Elliot Lake demonstrate these hazards. There have also been failures around the
world in countries including the United States, Australia, Germany, Hungary, Bulgaria,
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan (Uranium, 2007: 2).
Since uranium-mining operations often require large quantities of water, usually in excess
of 16 billion liters per year (Uranium, 2007: 4), they are located close to either surface and/or
ground water resources. However, surface and ground water sources provide a primary pathway
for the various contaminants produced through uranium mining and can damage downstream
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biological systems. This creates a level of risk for the fish, wildlife, vegetation as well as
drinking water resulting in disruption or destruction of the local food chain and health of human
residents (Health, 2008). This is one of the largest concerns for the proposed mine at Sharbot
Lake.
The proposed mine at Sharbot Lake will rely heavily on the rivers, lakes & swamps of the
Mississippi Watershed. However, this watershed drains into the Ottawa valley and is a tributary
to the Ottawa River. Therefore, any contaminant that enters the water system could potentially
affect the 1.5 million people who rely on the river for food and drinking water (Healing, 2007).
Therefore, due to the close proximity to the river, any environmental incident from the proposed
mine will put many people at risk. This includes the local Aboriginal tribes, non-Aboriginal
communities and the local ecosystem.

2.3 Air Quality Issues:
The last aspect of the biosphere affected by uranium mining is the local air and
atmosphere. The main atmospheric impacts from uranium mining are from the production of dust,
radon and Greenhouse gases. Windblown dust from mine sites and tailings management facilities
contains a range of radionuclide’s, heavy metals and a number of hazardous air pollutants,
including carcinogens such as dioxins and furans (Clearing, 2007: 8). When uranium mining
occurs, the radioactive uranium isotopes are removed from the ore. The rest of the radioactive
material, mainly radium or thorium, is placed in the tailings pond. When radium undergoes
natural radioactive decay, one of the products is radon gas. All of the radium and its daughter
products are significantly radioactive and end up in the tailing ponds (UIC, 2006). Uranium
mining, milling and tailings management facilities are significant sources of radon gas. Based on
the materials half-life, the release of radon gas can continue for 1,600 years or more (Uranium,
2007: 4) creating a long-term hazard (Winfield, 2006: 28). During the operational life of a mine,
the material in the tailings dam is usually covered by water to reduce surface radioactivity and
radon emissions (UIC, 2006) below the maximum recommended levels for the general public
through atmospheric dispersion (Health, 2008).
Green house gas emissions also arise from the operation of mining equipment and
tailings management processes, mine site closure and post-closure care activities (Uranium, 2007:
4). A 1998 study based on uranium mines in Canada concluded that 12.1 to 20.7 tons of CO2 is
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produced for every ton of uranium concentrate produced (Winfield, 2006: 32).

Since the

concentration of uranium at Sharbot Lake is also assumed to be very low, the greenhouse gas
emissions will be greater than other mines since the need to extract and process more ore to
produce the same amount of uranium will be required (Clearing, 2007:2). Mining operations also
produce sulphur dioxide (SO2), volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOx),
which mainly contribute to smog and acid rain (Uranium, 2007:2).
Unlike many of the Canadian mines located in northern Saskatchewan, the proposed
mine at Sharbot Lake is extremely close to many populated areas including local Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal residents as well as large population centers such as Kingston and Ottawa.
Therefore, any particulates and contaminates that are emitted from the mining operation can
easily affect the local ecosystem and surrounding population centers. Compounds such as radon
gas and airborne radioactive elements can travel for hundreds of kilometers (Community, 2007).
Dry deposition of the material can affect plants and orgasms, transfer throughout the ecosystems
and greatly affect human health.

2.4 Human Health Effects:
The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) lists a number of
radionuclide’s as carcinogenic, including isotopes produced in uranium mining (Clearing,
2006:5). International studies have shown the links between long-term radiation exposure and
health impacts (Uranium, 2007: 3). Workers in uranium mines are routinely exposed to levels of
radiation that would be considered unacceptable for members of the general public (Clearing,
2006: 5). For example, the federal government has set the regulatory occupational limit of
radioactive exposure to 100 mSv over a 5-year period with a maximum of 50 mSv in any one
year where the annual limit for the general public is only 1 mSv (Health, 2008). Levels of lung
cancer are also found to be two to five times higher than normal in uranium mine workers
(Uranium, 2007: 3). The risk of lung cancer mortality has also been shown to be highly related to
cumulative radon exposures (Health, 2008) or anyone who has been exposed to lower levels of
radiation over long periods of time (Uranium, 2007: 3).
Researchers have shown substantial health risks related to the eating of certain types of
food, such as caribou, that are found in the vicinity of uranium mine and mill operations. This is
primarily through eating livestock or wildlife that has been exposed to radioactive contaminants
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through particulate matter or water effluent (Uranium, 2007: 3). Lichens, where radionuclide’s
easily bioaccumulate, are the main food source for caribou (Clearing, 2006: 6). Once a human
eats the caribou, the radionuclide’s and heavy metals will biomagnify within a human who eats
the meat.
Significant health risks, particularly increased risks of cancer, have been identified for
regular consumers of caribou in the vicinity of uranium mine operations. A tissue study from 18
Wollaston Lake-area caribou concluded that an adult human eating 100 g/day of caribou meat
would receive annual effective radiation doses of 0.85 mSv/year. The consumption of caribou
meat was calculated to increase the chance of developing cancer to as high as 0.6 per cent over a
70-year lifetime, which is equivalent to a rate of six cancers per 1,000 people. This exceeds the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) range of acceptable cancer risks of 1 in 10,000 to 1
in 1,000,000 (Uranium, 2007: 3).

2.5 Environmental Legislation & Aboriginal Culture:
Regarding Environmental Legislation, the Environmental Commissioner of Ontario has
recently called for a reform of the Canadian Mining Act and its associated legal mechanisms.
Under the Mining Act’s “free entry system”, the mining industry has access to lands regardless of
who owns the surface rights. Not only does the Mining Act fail to recognize Aboriginal and
Treaty rights, but also The Mining Act supersedes established laws, policies and regulations
designed to protect ecological values and the environment (Healing, 2007). This includes the
Planning Act, Environmental Protection Act, Ontario Water Resources Act and the Provincial
Parks and Conservation Reserves Act (Sierra, 2008).
The culmination of all the ecological and health impacts will also directly affect the local
Aboriginal people around Sharbot Lake. While all residents in the Northern Frontenac County
worry about environmental risks from waste rock and tailings and their long-term effects on
human health, wildlife, vegetation, and water quality, this is of particular concern to the
Aboriginal communities that have a reliance on country foods, fish, and wildlife as a means to
survival (Health, 2008). Aboriginal peoples have a special relationship with the environment.
Any disturbance or destruction of the environment causes disturbance and destruction to
Aboriginal culture and values (Isacsson, 1990).
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In many other parts of North America, the health, well-being as well as cultural values of
Aboriginal peoples are often ignored. The uranium mine at Elliot Lake has produced over 300
million tons of tailings which were then discharged to the Serpent River and into local lakes.
Over the years, Aboriginal people became increasingly ill in the local Indian reserve. It was
found that there were very high levels radium in the water. In response to this, the Provincial
government built a radium removal plant. However, it would only treat the water that went to the
non-Aboriginal community. This is because water treatment is a provincial matter and the
Federal government handles Aboriginal matters.

Therefore, the native communities had to

continue to take contaminated water from the river or wells. The only support that the Provincial
government gave to the Elliot Lake native community was the recommendation not to take water
or eat fish from the river with no support for treatment or stopping of the mining operations
(Isacsson, 1990). This is only one example of the social injustice that Aboriginals have suffered
due to environmental problems caused by uranium mining in Canada.
In Canada, there is currently no long-term plan for the management of all the wastes
created by uranium mining. Coupled with the long history of failures in storage facilities for
uranium mine tailings in Canada and elsewhere, the proposed mine at Sharbot Lake could create
detrimental health and ecological effects associated with uranium mining. The health effects will
affect not only the workers who operate the mine but the local Aboriginal and non-aboriginal
communities along and ecosystems.

Lastly, the effect that uranium mining has on the

environment will negatively affect local Aboriginal culture & values. Therefore, the creation of a
mine at Sharbot Lake requires planning, construction, operation and decommissioning to analyze
and monitor all environmental and health effects. Overall, they must create a socially responsible
and sustainable project.
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3.0 Uranium Mining Legislation:
Since October 2006, Frontenac Ventures Ltd has made over 54 land claims for uranium
mining exploration in the Kingston area, including land reserved for the Ardoch Algonquin First
Nation and Allies (AAFNA). Frontenac rely on the authority of the Ontario Mining Act
R.S.O.1990 and therefore, do not need permission to trespass on land to dig trenches and holes,
and remove thousands of tons of soil.
A lawyer for the AAFNA, Chris Reid, observed “The Supreme Court of Canada has ruled
that all provinces have a duty to consult with First Nations who have even a weak claim on land
before they permit any development. Ontario has not consulted with any Algonquin band about
this claim” (Ward, 2008).
“Aboriginal Peoples generally have not been consulted about the development activities;
usually they have not been guaranteed, nor have they obtained, specific economic benefits from
such activities on their traditional lands; and they have had difficulty protecting their traditional
use from the effects of development” (Royal Commission on Aboriginal People, 1996).
Setting the stage:
According to the Assembly of First Nations (AFN), the first prospectors and miners in
North America were Aboriginal people – First Nations, Inuit and Métis – who started prospecting
in 1583 where Halifax stands today (Assembly of First Nations, 2001). During the 40 years
between 1880 and 1920, several Aboriginal tribes, including First Nations, signed land treaties
with the Canadian government that gave them access to reserves, housing, medicine and
education. The First Nations described their understanding of these treaties as, “we would allow
Europeans to stay among us and use a certain amount of our land, while in our own lands
[‘reserves’] we would continue to exercise our own laws and maintain our own institutions and
systems of government.” (Erasmus, 1989). However, the treaties did not include provisions for
Aboriginal input into decisions about resource use and subsistence activities on their reserves. As
a result, the Government made decisions on their behalf and contributing to growing tension and
conflict. Today, Canadian mining has grown into an industry that in 2000, contributed $28 billion
to Canada’s economy, generated 12.8% of Canada’s exports and gave Canada the dubious honour
of being ranked first as a world leader in the production and export of potash and uranium
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(Mining Association of Canada, 2001). Unfortunately, 1,200 Aboriginal communities are located
within 200 km of mining operations and known mineral deposits. According to the AFN, “more
than 36% of First Nations communities are located less than 50 km from one of the primary
mines developed in Canada” (Assembly of First Nations, 2001). These statistics and the lack of
legal provisions in land treaties giving Aboriginals input into decisions regarding resource use,
help to explain, but not justify the relationship-dynamics between the government, mining
companies and Canada’s Aboriginal peoples.
Currently, there exist different mechanisms for including Aboriginal perspectives in
decisions regarding mining activities on reserved land: legal remedies, including the Charter of
Rights ‘duty to consult’ ruling by the Supreme Court of Canada and relevant sections of the
Mining Act, Impact-Benefit Agreements and jurisprudence; public participation in Environmental
Impact Assessments, and corporate social responsibilities programs that include Aboriginal
policies and codes, to name a few. However, there is still a long way to go as the AAFNA
spokesperson, Professor Robert Lovelace states, “the Provincial government is ignoring its own
legal obligations without any accountability.” (Benjamin, 2008). Unfortunately, this tends to be
the norm as Aboriginal groups are often put in the position of having to be ‘reactive’ instead of
‘proactive’ since they have been historically denied rights to decision-making of the resource uses
of their lands.
The Constitution and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom, 1982:
Canada’s Constitution Act, 1982, provides a division of legislative powers between
Federal and Provincial levels of government. The Constitution distributes the legal powers for
environmental regulations of mining activities between both levels of government as set out in
sections 91 and 92. Section 91 of the Charter gives the Federal government the power to regulate
mining activities on public property such as Crown lands. Section 92 of the Charter gives the
Provincial governments the power to regulate the environmental effects of mining activity on
provincial lands.
The judiciary is one of the three branches of governance that comprises federally and
provincially appointed judges whose roles are to interpret and apply the law and the Constitution.
In Canada, the role of the courts is to resolve legal disputes that citizens and the government bring
before them. Additionally, the courts must also determine whether constitutionally protected
rights and freedoms under the 1982 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms have been
infringed upon, and if so, what remedy is appropriate. The Charter requires that all exercises of
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state power (Federal or Provincial) must comply with the Charter's guarantees of civil rights and
freedoms. Additionally, section 35 of the Charter defines the relationship between both the
Federal and Provincial levels of government with the:
•

recognition and affirmation of existing aboriginal and treaty rights

•

a definition of “Aboriginal peoples of Canada” which includes the Indian, Inuit and
Métis

•

acknowledgement that ‘treaty rights’ include rights that now exist through land
agreements

•

recognition that aboriginal and treaty rights (referred to in the first bullet) are
guaranteed equally to both sexes

The result of section 35 is that a “fiduciary” relationship has been established between
Aboriginals and the governments such that the governments are bound to act for the benefit of
Aboriginals. However, section 1 of the Charter overrides section 35, which permits the ‘Charter
rights’ of any Canadian (not just Aboriginals) to be infringed upon, provided that the
‘infringement’ is reasonable and “demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.”
(Canadian Charter of Human Rights, 1982). Section 1 is a fancy way of saying that the rights and
freedoms of the Charter are not absolute or guaranteed for any Canadian, Aboriginal or otherwise.

Precedence
Canadian legal rulings follow the doctrine of ‘stare decisis’ which literally means “to
stand by that which is decided” and practically means, that the ‘precedent decisions’ are to be
followed by the courts. If precedence was followed in the case of the AAFNA, the law could look
to a similar situation found in the Carcross Tagish First Nation (CTFN) which is located in SE
Yukon, who recently ratified their Final (land claim) and Self Government Agreements,
becoming the 11th of 14 Nations to have done so. Aboriginal self-government in Canada is about
communities participating in their own futures through their right to create their own laws and
other policies. Self-government is a way to express the values and aspirations of the First Nations
peoples by building “Aboriginality” into their laws and governance. In upholding Algonquin law
within their homeland, “which has enacted a moratorium on the mining of uranium” (Ashford,
2008). AAFNA spokesperson, Robert Lovelace simply follows the doctrine of precedence and
applies the same self-government given to the CTFN, to the AAFNA. The following summarizes
some important case law that gives precedence to the AAFNA’s situation:
1. Guerin v. The Queen [1984] 2 S.C.R. 335 – This case establishes a requirement
the governments can only use aboriginal land in the interests of aboriginals.
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2. Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) [2004] 3 S.C.R. 511 –
This case required a duty to consult even when title to the land had not yet legally
been given to the Haida because they had claimed the land in question for over
100 years.
3. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment
Director), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550 – The TRTFN won the right to stop the building
of a road through their land to service a mine offsite. It also upholds the decision
in the Haida Nation that the duty to consult arises prior to First Nations having to
prove their rights or title in court.
Duty To Consult
The governments’ duty to consult with First Nations about government activity comes
from a variety of legal sources. The first is a common law duty from the governments’ historical
fiduciary relationship with Aboriginal people which gives constitutional protection under section
35 of the Charter. Other legal sources are from precedence established in previous legal cases
with one of the most notable being the Supreme Court of Canada ruling in Sparrow v. The Queen
[1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075, which established the ‘fiduciary relationship principle’ in section 35(1) of
the Charter. In Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment
Director), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550., the Supreme Court further expanded the ‘duty to consult’ to
include consultations about possible infringements under s. 35(1) of the Charter:
The Crown’s duty to consult and accommodate Aboriginal peoples, even prior
to proof of asserted Aboriginal rights and title, is grounded in the principle of the
honour of the Crown, which derives from the Crown’s assertion of sovereignty in
the face of prior Aboriginal occupation. The Crown’s honour cannot be
interpreted narrowly or technically, but must be given full effect in order to
promote the process of reconciliation mandated by s. 35(1) of the Constitution.
The duty to consult varies with the circumstances. It arises when a Crown
actor has knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential existence of the
Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that might adversely
affect it. This in turn may lead to a duty to accommodate Aboriginal
concerns. Responsiveness is a key requirement of both consultation and
accommodation. The scope of the duty to consult is proportionate to a
preliminary assessment of the strength of the case supporting the existence of the
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right or title, and to the seriousness of the potentially adverse effect upon the
right or title claimed.
Also, taken from Taku is the fact that consultation amounts to more than simply making a few
telephone calls or sending letters or faxes; consultation must be meaningful.
Ontario Mining Legislation
The purpose of the Mining Act is to encourage prospecting, staking and exploration for
the development of mineral resources and to minimize adverse effects on the environment
through the rehabilitation of mining lands in Ontario.
The problem with this is that the Mining Act has no provision for the safe keeping of
Aboriginal Lands. The following are excerpts from the Act (Mining Act R.S.O. 1990, Chapter
M.14) that provides a framework for what lands can and cannot be subject to mining:
Definitions
“Crown land” does not include,
(a) land, the surface rights, mining rights or the mining and surface rights of
which are under lease or license of occupation from the Crown,
(b) land in the actual use or occupation of the Crown, the Crown in right of
Canada, or of a department of the Government of Canada or a ministry of the
Government of Ontario,
(c) land in the use of which is withdrawn or set apart or appropriated for a public
purpose, or
(d) land held by a ministry of the Government of Ontario; (“terre de la
Couronne”)
Licence required
18.(1)No person shall prospect on Crown lands or stake out, record or apply to
record the staking of a mining claim unless the person is the holder of a
prospector’s license issued under this Act. R.S.O. 1990, c. M.14, s. 18 (1).
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Duty of officers of the Crown discovering mineral
36.(1)Every officer appointed or acting under this Act and every assistant of such
officer who makes a discovery of valuable mineral upon any lands or mining
rights open to prospecting and staking out as a mining claim shall stake out and
record a parcel thereof of the size and form of a mining claim on behalf of the
Crown, and no license is required for that purpose. R.S.O. 1990, c. M.14,
s. 36 (1).
Environmental Protection
At the federal level in Canada there are two environmental statutes that pertain to mining
activities: (1) the Canadian Environmental Protection Act R.S.C. 1985, c. 16 (4th Supp.)
(“CEPA”); and (2) the Fisheries Act R.S.C. 1985, c F-14.
CEPA enables the federal government to determine whether substances used in industry
are toxic. CEPA also enables the federal government to prohibit the introduction of such
substances into the environment in accordance with specified terms and conditions.
There are two environmental statutes in Ontario that pertain to mining operations:
Environmental Protection Act R.S.O. 1990, c. E.19 (“EPA”) and Ontario Water Resource Act
R.S.O. 1990, Chapter O.40 (“OWRA”).
In January 1995, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 1992, c. 37 (CEAA) came into
force. The CEAA requires that an environmental assessment be conducted on developments of
Aboriginal traditional land. In addition, if an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) deems the
development unacceptable, the project should not proceed unless measures are undertaken to
mitigate any negative impact to the environment. Practically though, a problem exists, whereby
exploration activities are provincially licensed and as such they do not require a federally
mandated EIA.
Discussions between Aboriginals and businesses on developments of resources on reserve
lands often form the basis of the legally binding Impact-Benefit Agreements (IBA). All provincial
governments require that an IBA exists before any mining permit is issued. The IBA “spells out
the projected negative impacts of a mine project, and steps that will be taken to either a) mitigate
these impacts, or b) compensate local people for losses they will sustain as a result of impacts
which can not be mitigated. IBAs also detail the benefits a project will bring to a local community
which can include guarantees of employment, royalty revenues, training programs, subcontracting opportunities, scholarship programs, etc.” (Hipwell, 2002, p.16)
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The Indian Act requires the government to “act on behalf of or in co-operation with Indian
Bands wishing to sell mineral rights on Reserve Lands in accordance with the Indian Mining
Regulations, which govern any mineral activity on reserve lands requiring that Aboriginals first
surrender its sub-surface mineral rights before any mining activity can commence.” (Hipwell,
2002, p.19). In some instances, Aboriginals effectively control development by refusing to
surrender the minerals rights.
Each province also has in place various provincial environmental assessment laws, for
example in Ontario, there is the Environmental Assessment Act R.S.O. 1990, c. E.18 (OEAA).
Conclusion
The divisions of powers between the Provincial and Federal levels of government
complicate the legal ramifications of mining on reserve lands in Canada through years of failing
to recognize Aboriginal land rights and failing to communicate and consult. While there has been
some recent legislation recognizing the rights of First Nation Peoples, an agreement effected by
legal responsibility cannot anticipate all future eventualities and is doomed to fail. The best
solution remains open and on-going meaningful dialogue and an environment of inclusivity (not
exclusivity) allowing full-participation of all the stakeholders.
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4.0 Aboriginal Title and the Impact of Uranium Mining for
First Nations Peoples:
The social and political impacts of uranium mining in the Sharbot Lake area are of
crucial significance since the proposed land resides on First Nations territory – more specifically,
the Algonquin First Nation and Allies (AAFNA) community. Currently, the lands staked equals
approximately 400 mineral claims covering more than 8,000 hectares of homeland (Lovelace,
2008).
AAFNA is a confederation of Algonquin families who have lived in the Ottawa River
watershed since time immemorial and who are currently situated in the area described by the
Mississippi, Madawaska, Rideau, and Tay watersheds (Ardoch, 2008). They are non-status;
whereby it is not designated as an Indian Band by the government of Canada (Lovelace, 2007).
They are not a conquered people, nor have they entered into treaties with the Crown (Lovelace,
2008). This is of particular importance to this case of uranium mining exploration, since the
Canadian government has no constituted possession of the land, whereas the AAFNA hold
greater rights as they continue to hold Aboriginal title to these lands.
Aboriginal title signifies Aboriginal peoples’ legal rights to their traditional lands derived
from First Nations historic occupation and possession of their tribal lands prior to colonialization
(McNeil, 1997). These rights are granted by Supreme Court of Canada decisions, and not by the
Royal Proclamation of 1763 or any executive or legislative act that may acquire aboriginal rights
from legal systems which Aboriginals imposed on them (McNeil, 1997). According to Supreme
Court rulings in Guerin v. the Queen, aboriginal title “is an independent legal right, supported by
the principle that a change in sovereignty over a particular territory does not in general affect the
presumptive title of the inhabitants” (McNeil, 1997). Consequently, actual proof of aboriginal
systems of land law is not necessary to establish aboriginal title (McNeil, 1997). While
aboriginal title guarantees legal rights to traditional lands, it is important to acknowledge the
political component in these rulings in that a variety of legal definitions by different judicial
bodies confound their effects. In addition, legal rulings tend not to define aboriginal title as an
all-encompassing interest not limited to pre-colonial uses of the land (McNeil, 1997). This often
influences courts and governments in negotiations of land claims since Algonquin peoples may
not be accorded opportunities to develop their lands in ways that meet the contemporary needs of
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their communities, support self-sufficiency and the preservation of aboriginal cultures (McNeil,
1997).
While the AAFNA generally permit activities by non-Algonquins in their territory and
welcome settlers and the development they bring; they cannot accept uranium-mining exploration
since it threatens to destroy the vitality of the land, and the health and wellbeing of their
community (Lovelace, 2008). The AAFNA strives to maintain the Algonquin people and their
traditions by addressing some of the following objectives: preserving family and kinship;
preserving Algonquin jurisdiction in land, economy, resource management, social relationships
and in asserting Aboriginal rights and title; engaging in the protection of the environment both
locally and globally in keeping with the sacred responsibility to the earth; and facilitating the
retention of the Algonquin language, manners, customs and worldview among all its members
(Ardoch, 2008). Consequently, uranium-mining practices go against the fundamental governing
principles of their people since they threaten the environmental health of which is critical to the
continued pursuit of their traditional cultures and survival as Algonquin peoples (Lovelace,
2008).

4.1 The Importance of Algonquin Law:
Algonquin Law represents the distinct values that govern and guide the lives of
Algonquin peoples. It is imperative to address the significance of these laws in the context of
uranium mining since the laws reflect how to behave and interact with humans and the land
(Sherman, 2008). According to Algonquin law, there is a sacred responsibility to the earth and
protecting the environment (Ardoch, 2008). Moreover, Algonquin peoples’ relationship with the
land is of vital importance to their identity as it confronts challenges of ongoing colonial
oppression and the displacement of their homelands for the progression of settler ideals. For
Algonquin peoples, their legacy as people exists in their lands; without the land, they cease to
continue as people (Sherman, 2008). The threat of uranium mining practices is not only the
destruction of Algonquin land, but also the extinguishment of their humanity. Their relationship
with the land facilitates learning who they are as people, where they came from and teaching
further generations their cultural heritage. Therefore, the principles of Algonquin law to protect
Algonquin land signify more than mere constitution, but a fundamental responsibility to ensure
the health, wellbeing and cultural survival of their people.
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4.2 The Influence and Impact of Canadian Governments and Law:
In the case of uranium exploration and mining at Sharbot Lake, the provincial
government failed to consult Aboriginal title and rights and the AAFNA community before they
authorized permission for Frontenac Venture to begin exploration. The issues stem from the
Mining Act regime, which utilizes a “free entry” mining system in which anyone (after paying a
fee and meeting certain minor administrative requirements) can automatically gain significant
rights or interests (including prospector’s licenses, mining claims, mining leases, patents) to or in
respect of lands to which treaty and aboriginal rights are held (Third, 2008). Fundamentally, the
Mining Act, under provincial jurisdiction, unjustifiably infringes the constitutionally enshrined
aboriginal rights of AAFNA. The total failure of the Provincial government to consider, let alone
give priority to aboriginal rights and title is problematic since it privileges private, corporate
interests and does not acknowledge aboriginal interests or the affects of uranium mining on the
AAFNA community.
When the Ontario Provincial government ignored the requests of AAFNA to halt the
illegal activity on their land, AAFNA members, together with their neighbours, the Shabot
Obaadjiwan First Nation, secured the site of the proposed uranium mine. They informed
Frontenac Ventures that no further mineral staking or exploration activity will be allowed within
their territory and they continued to actively resist by establishing initiatives to gain a moratorium
on uranium exploration and mining in the disputed area. In response, Frontenac Ventures sought
and obtained an injunction which prohibited members and supporters from obstructing
Frontenac’s exploration program. This is problematic to AAFNA who view judicial processes
such as injunctions, where Aboriginal rights are at issue, not appropriate or desirable (Lovelace,
2008). The view of AAFNA is that “Ontario must take the initiative in meeting its obligation to
ensure that meaningful, good-faith efforts are made to accommodate the interests of Aboriginal
peoples and to respect our rights in the course of managing natural resource development”
(Lovelace, 2008). Overall, the AAFNA community encourages meaningful consultation and
peacefully resolving this matter through negotiation, not through the courts.
It is important to note that more recently, the conflict escalated through the legal
convictions of members of AAFNA, including Bob Lovelace, former chief, and Queen’s
professor who is currently serving a 6 month sentence, and must pay increasing fines now totally
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approximately $50 000 for contempt of court (Kingston, 2008). As Paula Sherman, current chief
of AAFNA comments, the “message delivered clearly through this court decision [of Bob
Lovelace] is one of domination and oppression; the law will enforce one set of values with
respect to human relationships with the land in Ontario and there is no room for Algonquin laws
or values”. Furthermore she argues, “Ontario and Canada portray themselves as shining
examples of democracy and human rights for the world to emulate, all the while creating laws,
policies and value systems that oppress and deny Aboriginal peoples’ human right to life as
distinct people” (Ardoch, 2008).
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5.0 Assessing for Sustainability
In order to implement all of the previously discussed factors, values and interests, we propose that
Dr. Anthony Hodge’s model for assessing sustainability will help provide the framework needed
to facilitate better communication and diplomacy.

Figure 5: Seven Steps of Assessing for Sustainability (Hodge et. al, 2002).

The framework developed by Hodge et al. (2002) is a guide the assessment of whether or not a
project or operation’s net contribution to sustainability is positive over the long term. For each of
seven components, a question is posed as a means of assessing whether the net contribution to
sustainability over the long term will be positive or negative.
1. Engagement:
Are processes of engagement committed to, designed and implemented that:


ensure all affected communities of interest have the opportunity to participate in
the decisions that influence their own future.



are understood, agreed upon by implicated communities of interest, and are
consistent with the legal, institutional and cultural characteristics of the
community and country where the project or operation is located?
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2. People:
Will the project/operation lead directly or indirectly to maintenance of people’s wellbeing (preferably an improvement):


during the life of the project/operation; and



in post-closure?

3. Environment:
Will the project or operation lead directly or indirectly to the maintenance or
strengthening of the integrity of biophysical systems so that they can continue in postclosure to provide the needed support for the well-being of people and other life forms?
4. Economy:
Is the financial health of the project/company assured and will the project or
operation contribute to the long-term viability of the local, regional and global
economy in ways that will help ensure sufficiency for all and provide specific
opportunities for the less advantaged?
5. Traditional and Non-market Activities:
Will the project or operation contribute to the long-term viability of traditional and nonmarket activities in the implicated community and region?
6. Institutional Arrangements and Governance:
Are the institutional arrangements and systems of governance in place that can provide
certainty and confidence that:


the capacity of government, companies, communities and residents to address
project or operation consequences is in place or will be built; and



this capacity will continue to evolve and exist through the full life-cycle
including post-closure?

7. Overall Integrated Assessment and Continuous Learning:
Has an overall evaluation been made and is a system in place for periodic reevaluation based on:
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consideration of all reasonable alternative configurations at the project level
(including the no-go option in the initial evaluation);



consideration of all reasonable alternatives at the overarching strategic level for
supplying the commodity and the services it provides for meeting society’s
needs;



a synthesis of all the factors raised in this list of questions, leading to an overall
judgment that the contribution to people and ecosystems will be net positive over
the long term?
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6.0 The Practical Application
There is a lot to learn from this situation concerning corporate ethics and human rights.
The Frontenac Exploration company showed complete disregard for the local community in the
area they planned to work on, yet the laws governing their actions seemed to leave them
unharmed and untouched from this appalling disrespect. So how can we use this example to
teach future engineers and students?
We developed an interactive classroom exercise to simulate the scenario at Sharbot Lake,
to promote critical thinking for future engineering students. Ideally, we would like this exercise
to be a potential component in the APSC 190 curriculum. This educational exercise sets up a
problem solving case study for students, outlining a mining project they must develop, which
promotes sustainability and social justice. They will be given information about the economic,
environmental, social and governmental or legal factors involved, in terms of their prioritized
values and interests. They will be introduced to Dr. Anthony Hodge’s “7 Steps for Assessing
Sustainability” as the framework for learning. Students will implement all of the various factors
into the model, and at each step, assess the potential benefits and losses that arise from their
proposed mining project. The ultimate goal is for the students to decide how their project is
sustainable, ensuring the wellbeing of humans and the environment, and promoting social justice
for all. The students will learn valuable critical thinking skills, while acknowledging different
paradigms other than the dominant profit motive often prioritized in engineering practices. In
order to rectify the continual mistreatment of the environment and First Nations groups, one of
the first steps must be to educate engineering students about certain problematic cases of
exploitation and the lack of consultation with all those involved, resulting from certain economic,
legal and ethical commitments in engineering projects. Making this project deliverable to
engineering students means that a potential paradigm shift will occur as a new generation of
engineering professionals committed to social justice enter the workforce. Most importantly, our
group believes that it is not a question of whether or not projects can be sustainable and promote
social justice at the same time; rather, all projects can and will accomplish these goals, if
engineers learn the tools to better listen and communicate effectively with all of the involved
groups, interests and values.
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Here are a few additional critical points we aim to get across to the students:
•

How and why the current corporate authority (particularly in mining) has the power to
circumvent the needs of the people who get in the way of economic gain

•

The consequences and losses people suffer from these discriminations

•

Why ethical business practice is so important.
By teaching the up and coming engineers and practitioners the importance of equal

treatment of all people, we hope to help change the thought process of people within corporations
to a more world and local friendly standard. Ultimately, this will make communities stronger,
while respecting the diversity of perspectives and values within them.
Please refer to Appendix B to see the educational exercise in sustainability and social
justice.
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7.0 How our Project Promotes Social Justice
One of the primary goals of this project is to maintain the notion of social justice.
Showing how the current diplomacy methods between the Government, Aboriginal groups and
engineering companies have many flaws; this project shows the importance of effective
communication, listening and understanding of all parties involved. There are two main ways
that this information is being used to promote social justice.
The first is that this information is being shared with the public through the Community
Coalition Against Uranium Mining’s (CCAMU) Citizen’s Inquiry on the Impacts of the Uranium
Fuel Cycle. This report will be submitted to the Citizen’s Inquiry as an information source
focusing on uranium mining’s positive and negative economical, environmental and social effects
including Aboriginal Title.
The other way that this project will be used to promote social justice is through
engineering education. Our exercise aims to promote critical thinking and a commitment to
social justice for first year engineering students at Queen’s University. Within the course APSC
190 - Professional Engineering Skills, this exercise will introduce concepts such as sustainability,
social justice, communication and alternative values in relation to an engineering project. The
exercise will also have the students critically examine the real situation that occurred between
Frontenac Ventures Corporation and the detrimental implications of uranium prospecting at
Sharbot Lake. Students will be able to critique what happened and have an opportunity to
express alternative approaches to handle the situation. In the end, introducing engineering
students early on in their academic studies to notions of Social Justice and Sustainability in an
engineering context will help the students carry these ideas not into the rest of their courses but to
their careers as well.
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8.0 Conclusion:
The proposal of uranium mining in the area of Sharbot Lake is an immensely complicated
situation with arguments both for and against uranium mining, including issues of environmental
impacts, aboriginal rights, government legislation, and economic benefit. The vast economic
benefit that many people would experience through the proposed mine site would come at the risk
of environmental contamination, and ignoring aboriginal rights. But whose choice is it to decide
which of these concerns is paramount? Who has the final word whether mining should occur or
not and how do they consider themselves justified in their decision? In the end, no one group or
body of authority should decide what is best for all, especially without considering all the values
and interests at risk. By addressing all the alternative viewpoints within the framework of Dr.
Anthony Hodge’s “7 Steps for Assessing Sustainability”, we believe that a new form of
communication and diplomacy must occur before engineering projects get underway. If projects
determine better ways to ensure benefits to all involved parties, they will ultimately be more
sustainable and promote the ideals of social justice to ensure a truly progressive society.
Our educational exercise represents the practical application of our research to be
implemented into a classroom environment. By outlining a similar, hypothetical situation where
students must propose a sustainable uranium mining project by addressing the economic,
environmental, legislative and social factors; we hope to spark discussion between students and
help them arrive at the conclusion that communication is essential in all areas of industrial
practice, including engineering. Teaching students that respecting people with different
viewpoints is crucial to the success of future engineering projects. By listening to all arguments
for or against a plan and incorporating what everyone has to say into a project, commercial
undertakings will satisfy and benefit everyone in the future.
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APPENDIX:
Appendix A: Environmental Impacts from Uranium Mining.
Waste Generation

Atmospheric Releases

Water Impacts

Waste Rock:
• Large volume.
• May contain radioactive and
hazardous contaminants.
• Risk of acid mine drainage
resulting in acidification of
surface water and groundwater
and releases of conventional
and radioactive contaminants.
• Dust containing
radionuclides, heavy metals
and PM.
• Radon releases from waste
rock.
• May require perpetual care.

• Radon in ventilation air
being discharged from
underground mines.
• Radon releases from
surface mining.
• VOCs, radionuclides,
PM, NOx and SOx
emissions from milling
operations and acid
plants.
• GHGs, particulates, NOx
and SOx emissions from
equipment and vehicles,
milling and tailings
management activities.
• PM, heavy metals and
radionuclides in dust
from surface mine sites,
waste rock and tailings
areas.

• Groundwater
contamination
from tailings and
waste rock sites.
• Surface water
contamination
from discharges of
minewater and
process waters,
and surface
drainage from
tailings, waste
rock, and general
run‐off.
• Disruption of
surface water and
groundwater
flows.
• Discharges from
milling processes.

Tailings:
• Large volume.
• Contain radionuclides and
hazardous contaminants.
• Acidic.
• Risk of ground water and
surface water contamination.
• Releases of dust containing
radionuclides, heavy metals,
and PM.
• Risk of catastrophic tailings
containment failure.

Landscape and
Ecosystem Impacts
• Land footprint of
mines, facilities,
tailings and waste
rock storage facilities.
• Increased
concentration of
radioactive material
and heavy metals in
flora, fauna and food
chain near mines.

Occupational and
Community Health
Occupational Health:
• Exposure of mine
workers to radiation.
• Mining safety hazards.
Community Health:
• Direct radiation
exposure.
• Inhalation of
particulates.
• Ingestion of
radionuclides through
food chain.

Table 1: Summary of Impacts from Uranium Mining and Milling (Winfield, 2006:27).
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Appendix B: Educational Exercise in Sustainability and Social Justice
APSC 190
Sustainability and Social Justice Exercise
You are part of a mining company developing a project for uranium exploration that promotes
social justice. While in the process of proposing a sustainable mine, you must assess all of the
involved perspectives and values, including those of your company. Here are some of the
alternative viewpoints and factors:
Economic
• Increased corporate revenue
• Increased local employment
opportunities
• Increased economic growth and
standard of living
• Mine decreases the property value
for local property owners

Environment
• Potential contamination of land water and air
with radioactive, toxic compounds
• Emissions affect ecosystem through bioaccumulation through food chain
• Emissions expose local residents and mining
workers to radiation
• Tailings are usually covered up with no plan for
remediation – generate large quantities of
radioactive water under the earth
• However, uranium mining is a more powerful
and clean energy fuel that reduces greenhouse
emissions

Government
Federal:
• Crown’s duty to consult and
accommodate Aboriginal Title and
communities
• The Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act (1992) – promotes
assessment of environmental effects
Provincial:
• The Mining Act - “free entry
system” meaning that prospecting
companies may stake any lands
since property owners only have
surface rights
• Greater priorities to nuclear energy
initiatives
• The Ontario Water Resource Act
(1990) – regulations regarding
water use and supply
• increased revenue through taxes for
both Federal and Provincial

Social
• staked land resides on First Nations territory –
aboriginal peoples hold Aboriginal title, whereby
they have constitutionally-recognized legal rights
to the land
• Aboriginal title requires mining corporations and
the Provincial government a ‘duty to consult’
Aboriginal communities and their rights to their
traditional lands
• Mining threatens to destroy the vitality of the
land, and the health and wellbeing of both
aboriginal and non-aboriginal community
• However, for aboriginal communities, their
legacy as people exists in their lands; without the
land, they cease to continue as people –
relationship with land facilitates ongoing learning
and teaching of identity, cultural heritage,
language and traditions
• Cannot overlook impact of colonialism and
displacement of aboriginal peoples, their
homelands, cultural traditions and autonomy
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Using Dr. Anthony Hodge’s “7 Steps for Assessing Sustainability” as your framework, include
all of the above interests and values in the model. At each step, assess the potential benefits and
losses that arise from your proposed mining project. Your ultimate goal is to decide how your
project is sustainable, whereby it ensures the wellbeing of humans and the environment,
promoting social justice for all.

Write how your project meets the objectives at each step:
Step 1 – Engagement:

Step 2 – People:

Step 3 – Environment:

Step 4 – Economy:
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Step 5 – Traditional and Non-Market Activities:

Step 6 – Institutional Arrangements and Governance:

Step 7 – Synthesis and Continuous Learning:

In 2007-2008, a similar situation occurred near Sharbot Lake, whereby a prospecting company,
Frontenac Ventures staked First Nations land belonging to the Ardoch Algonquin Nation without
consulting the community or taking into account values other than their own. Consequently,
protests began and disrupted the project. Eventually, the company filled a lawsuit against
members of the Ardoch Algonquin Nation and the non-aboriginal community in order to continue
uranium mining exploration. This led to the conviction and imprisonment of Queen’s Professor
and former chief of the Ardoch Algonquin Nation, Bob Lovelace, among others, in addition to
over $50 000 in damages rewarded to Frontenac Ventures.
Research this incident to apply the relevant information into the “7 Steps for Assessing for
Sustainability”. Discuss whether this project meets the objectives of sustainability and social
justice, how the project falters, and determine alternative ways this situation could have been
improved.
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Appendix C: Assessing the Factors and Outcomes for Social Justice
The following table outlines the Economic, Environmental and Sociological gains & losses in
relation to the practice of uranium mining:

Economic

Environmental

Sociological

GAINS:
Agent
Description
Regional, communities
Increased Revenues
Regional, communities
Employment
Local
Public Infrastructure

LOSSES:
Agent
-

-

-

Landscape

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mine site and
downstream water bodies

-

-

Mine site and workers

-

-

Aboriginal communities

Mine site, downstream
and adjacent water
bodies
Ecological
contamination

Description
In mine waste
storage, covered\
by land and water
Water contamination
by heavy metals
and radioactivity
Creation of radioactive dust
and Radon gas.
Heavy metals & acid leachate
is toxic to vegetation, fish,
wildlife, and humans
Long-term radiation exposure
can affect health.
Threatened cultural heritage
Destruction of land

Table 2: Proposed Sharbot Lake Uranium Mine Triple Bottom Line Analysis.

Appendix D: Group Dynamics
Our group was highly efficient and worked well together. We are a highly diverse group all
coming from different academic backgrounds. Our group consisted of a fourth year chemical
engineer, a fourth year mechanical engineer, a third year mining engineer, and fourth year
sociologist. Using this to our advantage and dividing the different areas of our project between
us, we each became somewhat of an expert on our respective fields within the group. This did
not come without cost however, due to the fact that the group would rely on a single individual to
provide all viewpoints on each section. The individual bias specified to us by our individual
histories may have altered how we presented our research to the group; but ultimately, all
members consistently asked questions of each other and helped to build a more comprehensive
understanding of uranium mining.
This system of pools of knowledge had many rewards as well. We used the powers of listening
and mutual respect to form a democratic decision making system that benefitted everyone in the
group. Everyone was equally passionate about the project and how important it is as a social
justice initiative, helping benefit future generations of engineers. Everyone was equally
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committed and everyone pulled their own weight to produce a complete and well executed
project.
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